ST1300 PAN-EUROPEAN
TOURING
Accessories featured:
45L Top Box
Top Box Spoiler
Pillion Armrest Set
Pannier Scuff Pad Set
Fairing Deflector Set
Mirror Deflector Set
28L Tank Bag
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Pannier Scuff Pad Set
08P76-MCS-800

Fairing Deflector Set
08P73-MCS-800A

Protect the front corners of your
pannier lids from knocks and scratches
with these black polyurethane pads.
They can be painted to colour-match
your bike.

A set of left and right black polyurethane
deflectors that fit to the upper and lower
fairing and extend the amount of wind
protection for both rider and pillion.
They can be painted to colour-match
your bike.

£304.34

Top Box Spoiler
08F64-MCS-920
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A colour-matched spoiler with an integrated LED
Stop-light to add some sporty style to your Top Box.
Must be combined with LED Stop-light Harness.

£137.87

£43.92

Mirror Deflector Set
08P72-MCS-800A

Knee Pad Set
08P59-MCS-800

A set of left and right black polyurethane
deflectors that fit to the mirrors and
extend the amount of wind protection
for both rider and pillion. They can be
painted to colour-match your bike.

A set of left and right, soft polyurethane
pads that fit to the fairing and soften
the knee area for a more comfortable
riding experience.

Please note: All prices include VAT but exclude fitting.

Please ask your local Dealer for advice on
compatibility and a total fitted price, or call
the Honda Contact Centre on 0845 200 8000.
Terms and Conditions apply. Please ask a salesperson for full details.

Honda Genuine Accessories. Tested rigorously to ensure flawless operation,
seamless fit and 'real world' durability. Guaranteed to provide long-lasting value with
a two year warranty. Honda designed and engineered, for you and your Honda.

*2 year warranty only available when purchased with a new Honda motorcycle, otherwise 12 months.
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45L Top Box
08U70-MCS-G40ZE

45L Top Box Inner Bag
08L56-MY5-800

Pannier Inner Bag Set
08L56-MCS-A00

28L Tank Bag
08L56-MCS-B01

A colour-matched Top Box offering
45L of carrying capacity to store two
full-face helmets and more.
Shown with Pillion Armrest Set.

Carry your day to day necessities with
this black nylon bag with a silver Honda
Wing logo on the front. Expandable
from 21L to 33L, it has a front pocket
that will hold an A4-size file, adjustable
shoulder strap and carrying handle.
A deluxe version is also available.

A set of two black pannier-shaped
inner bags that can be combined as
one. Each bag offers 16L of carrying
capacity, has an expandable front
pocket and includes an adjustable
shoulder strap.

A 28L Tank Bag featuring
3 horizontal compartments with a map
holder in each for more efficient carrying
and includes a rain cover and waist bag.
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Pillion Armrest Set
08U91-MCS-800

Tank Pad
08P61-MCS-800

12V DC Socket Kit
08V70-MCS-800

Pannier Inner Strap Set
08L45-MCS-800

A set of two black polyurethane
armrests installed on the right and
left side of the Top Box lid to increase
pillion comfort.

A black polyurethane Tank Pad
that will help to protect the fuel tank
from scratches.

Power additional electric equipment
with this handy 12V DC Socket
Kit that mounts in the upper right
fairing compartment.
Must be combined with Quartet Harness.

Keep your luggage secure with these
elasticated straps that include a centre
buckle and four hooks for ease of use.
Set for 1 Panner (2 Straps)

0.0

£110.00

Additional Accessories

Ready-To-Go Packs to suit your style and your budget

Further model accessories not shown
are available:

Tailored accessory packs to maximise your motorcycle enjoyment.
Specifically designed for you and your Honda. To guarantee maximum
enjoyment, they will be precisely fitted by our Honda technicians.

Heated Grip Kit

Touring Pack

Averto Alarm System

45L Top Box

Deluxe Top Box Inner Bag

Top Box Inner Bag

Cargo Net

Pannier Inner Bag Set

Indoor Cover

Heated Grip Kit

Protective Film
Optimate Battery Optimiser

Outdoor Cover
08P34-MCH-000

U-Lock

A water-resistant and breathable
cover that allows the motorcycle to
dry whilst covered, and protects the
paintwork from UV rays. Supplied
with an anti-flutter rope and two
U-Lock holes.

Please note: All prices include VAT but exclude fitting.

Please ask your local Dealer for advice on
compatibility and a total fitted price, or call
the Honda Contact Centre on 0845 200 8000.
Issue date: 07/2014

Terms and Conditions apply. Please ask a salesperson for full details.

Honda Genuine Accessories. Tested rigorously to ensure flawless operation,
seamless fit and 'real world' durability. Guaranteed to provide long-lasting value with
a two year warranty. Honda designed and engineered, for you and your Honda.

*2 year warranty only available when purchased with a new Honda motorcycle, otherwise 12 months.

ST1300 PAN-EUROPEAN
TOURING

Ready-To-Go Packs to suit your style and your budget
Tailored accessory packs to maximise your motorcycle enjoyment. Specifically designed for
you and your Honda. To guarantee maximum enjoyment, they will be precisely fitted by our
Honda technicians.

Touring Pack
£554.40
5L Top Box
Top Box Inner Bag
Pannier Inner Bag Set
Heated Grip Kit

Please note: All prices include VAT but exclude fitting.

Please ask your local Dealer for advice on
compatibility and a total fitted price, or call
the Honda Contact Centre on 0845 200 8000.
Terms and Conditions apply. Please ask a salesperson for full details.

Honda Genuine Accessories. Tested rigorously to ensure flawless operation,
seamless fit and 'real world' durability. Guaranteed to provide long-lasting value with
a two year warranty. Honda designed and engineered, for you and your Honda.

*2 year warranty only available when purchased with a new Honda motorcycle, otherwise 12 months.
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ST1300 Pan-European Touring Pack

45L Top Box

45L Top Box Inner Bag

A colour-matched Top Box offering 45L of carrying capacity to store one full-face
helmet and more. Featuring a quick-locking and easily detachable mounting
system and includes Top Box Carrier, Top Box Bracket and Backrest Pad.

Carry your day to day necessities with this black nylon bag with a silver Honda
wing logo on the front. Expandable from 21L to 33L, it has a front pocket that
will hold an A4-size file, adjustable shoulder strap and carrying handle.

Pannier Inner Bag Set

Heated Grips

A set of two black pannier-shaped inner bags that can be combined as one. Each
bag offers 16L of carrying capacity, has an expandable front pocket and includes
an adjustable shoulder strap.

Extremely slim Heated Grip Kit, with integrated control for maximum rider-comfort.
Features 3-step variable heating levels, with integrated circuit to protect the battery
from draining and smart heat allocation that focuses on the area of the hands that
are most sensitive to the cold. Image for illustrative puposes only.

Please note: All prices include VAT but exclude fitting.

Please ask your local Dealer for advice on
compatibility and a total fitted price, or call
the Honda Contact Centre on 0845 200 8000.
Issue date: 07/2014

Terms and Conditions apply. Please ask a salesperson for full details.

Honda Genuine Accessories. Tested rigorously to ensure flawless operation,
seamless fit and 'real world' durability. Guaranteed to provide long-lasting value with
a two year warranty. Honda designed and engineered, for you and your Honda.

*2 year warranty only available when purchased with a new Honda motorcycle, otherwise 12 months.

